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THE STORY OF PHILOSOPHY

as doubt is the beginning of philosophy; it is not also the end and fulfil
ment. The end is happiness, and philosophy is only a means; if we take it
as an end we become like the Hindu mystic whose life-purpose is to con
centrate upon his navel.
Perhaps Santayana’s conception of the universe as merely a material

mechanism has something to do with this sombre withdrawal into himr
self; having taken life out of the world, he seeks for it in his own bosom.
He protests that it is not so; and though we may not believe him, his
too-much-protesti’ng disarms us with its beauty:

A theory i/not an unemotional thing. If music can be full of passion,
merely by gi ng form t —sing1iiihuv much more beauty or tenor
may not a vision e pregnant with which brings order and method into
everything that we know. . . . If you are ivthe habit of believing in special
providences, or of expecting to continue yow romantic adventures in a second
life, materialism will dash your hopes rno4t unpleasantly, and you may think
for a year or two that you have nofthing left to live for. But a thorough
materialist, one born to the faith ,afid not half plunged into it by an tin-
expected christening in cold w316r, will be like the superb Democtitus, a
laughing philosopher. His deligict in a mechanism that can fall into so many
marvellous and beautiful shes, and can generate so many exciting passions,
should be of the same intpflectual quality as that which the visitor feels in a
museum of natural history, where he views the myriad butterflies in theft
cases, the flamingoes,-and shell-fish, the mammoths and gorillas. Doubtless
there were pangs in1that incalculable life; but they were soon over; and how
splendid meantim? was the pageant, how infinitely interesting the universal
interplay, and hot foolish and inevitable those absoLute little passions.°

But perhaps the b’htterflies-iti could speak, ould rernihd us that
a museum (like a materialist philosophy) is only, show-case of lifeless
things; that the reality of the world eludes these tragic preservations, and
-.esides again in the pangs of passion, in the,ever-changing and never-
ending flow of life.
“Santayana,” says an observant friens
had a natural preference for solitude. ,/‘. . I remember leaning over the
railing of an ocean liner anchored at,Southampton and watching passengers
from the English tender crowd up/the gang-plank to the steamer; one only
stood apart at the edge of the tender, with calm and amused detachment
observed the haste and strugglof his fellow-passengers, and not till the deck
had been cleared, followed imself. ‘Who coul e but Santayana?’ a
voice said beside me; and w all felt sfaction o finding a character
true to himselL4T /

/
After all, we must say just that, too, of his philosophy: it is a veracious

and fearless self-expression; here a mature arid subtle, though too sombre,

/
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soul has written itself down,qUistly, in
statuesque and classic prose. And

though we mayt not like %t/mino; key, its
undertonyof sw et regret for a

wanished world, we se/in it th finished expIsion of •s dying and

rnscent age, h whicli men canno be alto tiler wise and ree, because

they have a&jtdod their 0ld ide an ave not yet found l new ones

that shall lur6 uém nearer to perfection.

II. WILLIAM JAMES

I 1. PERsONAL

The reader will not need to be reminded that the philosophy whic
h

we have just summarized is a European philosophy in everything but

the place of its composition. It has th
e nuances and polish and mellow

resignation characteristic of an old culture; one could tell from any

paragraph in the Lile of Reason that this is n
o native American voice.

In William James the voice and the speech and the very turn of

phrase are American. He pounced eagerly
upon such characteristic ex.

pressions 4Lcashvalue, and “results,” and “profits,” in order
to bring

his thought within the ken of the “man
in the street”; he spoke not with

the aristocratic reserve of a Santayana
or a Henry James, but in a racy

vernacular and with a force and directness,
which made his philosophy

of “pragmatism” and “reserve energy”
the mental correlate of the “prac

tical” and “strenuous” Roosevelt. And
at the same time he phrased for

the common man that “tender-minded”
trust in the essentials of the old

theology which lives side by side, in the
American soul, with the realistic

spirit of commerce and finance, and
with the tough persistent courage

that turned a wilderness into the promised
land.

William James was born in New York City in 1842. His father was a

Swedenborgian mystic, whose mysticism
did no damage to his wit and

humor; and the son was not lacking in any of the three. After some

seasons in American private schools,
William was sent with his brother

Henry (one year his 3unior) to private
schools in France. There they fell

in with the work of Charcot and other
psychopathologists, and took, both

of them, a turn to psychology; one of them, to repeat
an old phrase,

proceeded to vrite fiction like psychology,
while the other wrote psychol

ogy like fiction. -Henry spent most of
his life abroad, and finally became

a British citizen. Through his more
continuous contact with European

culture he acquired a maturity of thought
which his brother missed; but

- William, returning to live in America, felt the stimulation
of a nation

- young in heart and 14th in opportunity and hope, and ca
ught so well

the spirit of his age and place that he was lifted on the wings
of the

Zeitgeist to a lonely pinnacle of popularity
such as no other American

philosopher had ever known.

‘r’L c U i1 d-e&j
1r4.L c. I93 )

‘R. in Science, pp. 89—go.
‘Margaret MGnsterberg in The American Mercury. Jan., t924, p. 6g.
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THE STORY OF PHILOSOPHY
“objective” truths, eternal and unchangeable; Spinoza had made them
the very substance of his philosophy; and yet what were these truths but
formulations of experience, convenient and successful in practice; not
copies of an object, but correct calculations of specific consequences?
Truth is the “cash-value” of an idea.

The true . . . is only the expedient in the way of our thinking, just as
“the right” is only the expedient in the way of our behaving. Expedient is
almost any fashion; and expedient in the long run and on the whole, of
course; for what meets expediently all the experiences in sight won’t neces
sarily meet all further experiences equally satisfactorily. - . - Truth is one
species of good, and not, as is usually supposed, a category distinct from
good, and coordinate with it. The true is the umne of whatever proves it
self to be good in the way of belief.”

Truth is a process, and “happens to an idea”; verity is verification.
Instead of asking whence an idea is derived, or what are its premises,
pragmatism examines its results; it “shifts the emphasis and looks for
ward”; it is “the attitude of looking away from first things, principles,
‘categories,’ supposed necessities, and of looking towards last things, fruits,
consequences, facts.” Scholasticism asked, What is the thing,—and lost
itself in “quiddities”; Danvinism asked, What is its origin?—and lost
itself in nebulas; pragmatism asks, What are its consequences?—and turns
the face of thought to action and the future.

3. PLURALISM

Let us apply this method to the oldest problem in philosophy—the
existence and nature of God. The Scholastic philosophers described the
deity as “Ens a se extra et supra omne genus, necessarium, unum, infinite.
perfectum, simplex, immutabile, immensum, eternum, intelligens.” This
is magnificent; what deity would not be proud of such a definition? But
what does it mean?—what are its consequences for mankind?,H God is
omniscient and omnipotent, we an puppets; there is nothing that we can
do to change the course of destiny which His will has from the beginning
delineated and decreed; Calvinism and fatalism are the logical corollaries
of such a definition. The same test applied to mechanistic determinism
issues in the same results: if we really believed in deternthm we would
become Hindu mystics and abandon ourselves at once to the immense
fatality which uses us as marionettes. Of course we do not accept these
sombre philosophies; the human intellect repeatedly proposes them be
cause of their logical simplicity and symmetry, but life ignores and over
flows them, and passes on.

A philosophy may be unimpeachable in other respects, hut either of two
defects wilL be fatal to its universal adoption. First, its ultimate principle
‘Pragmatüm, pp. 222, 75 53, 45. “Ibid., p. 54. P. 121.
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must not be one that essentially baffles and disappoints our dearest desires
and most cherished hopes. . . . But a second and worse defect in a phi
losophy than contradicting our active propensities is to give them no ob
ject whatever to press against A philosophy whose principle is so incom
mensurate with our most intimate powers as to deny them all relevancy in
universal affairs, as to annihilate their motives at one blow, will be even
more unpopular than pessimism. . . . That is why materialism will always
fail of universal adoption.”

Men accept or reject philosophies, then, according to their needs and
their temperaments, not according to “objective truth”; they do not ask,

Is this logical ?—they ask, What will the actual practice of this philosophy
mean for our lives and our interests? Arguments for and against may
serve to illuminate, but they never prove.

Logic and sermons never convince;
The damp of the night drives deeper into my soul.
Now I re-examine philosophies and religions.
They may prove well in lecture rooms, yet not prove at all under the

spacious clouds, and along the landscape and flowing currents.”

We know that arguments are dictated by our needs, and that our needs

cannot be dictated to by arguments.

The history of philosophy is to a great extent that of a certain clash of
human temperaments. . . . Of whatever temperament a professional phi
losopher is, he tries, when philosophizing, to sink the fact of his tempera
ment. Temperament is no conventionally recognized reason, so he urges im
personal reasons only for his conclusions. Yet his temperament really gives
Mm a stronger bias than any of his more stricily objective premises.55

These temperaments which select and dictate philosophies may be
divided into the tender-minded and the tough-minded. The tender-
minded temperament is religious, it likes to have definite and unchanging
dogmas and a priori truths; it takes naturally to free wili, idealism, mon
ism, and optimism. The tough-minded temperament is materialistic, irre
ligious, empiricist (going only on “facts”), sensationalistic (tracing all
knowledge to sensation), fatalistic, pluralistic, pessimistic, sceptical. In
each group there are gaping contradictions; and no doubt there are
temperaments that select their theories partly from one group and partly
from the 9ther. There are people (William James, for example) who are
“tough-minded” in their addiction to facts and in their reliance on the
senses, and yet “tender-minded” in their honor of determinism and their
need for religious belief. Can a philosophy be found that will harmonize

• these apparently contradictory demands?
“Principles of Psychology, New York, i8go, vol. ii, p. 312.

• “Whiunan, Leaves of Crass, Philadelphia, ,goo, pp. fix, 172.
Pra’matism, p. 6.
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86 THE STORY OF PHILOSOPHY
James believes that pluralistic theism affords us such a synthesis. He

offers a finite God, not an Olympian thunderer sitting aloof on a cloud,
“but one helper, primus inter pares, in the midst of all the shapers of the
great world’s fate.”° The cosmos is not a closed and harmonious system;
it is a battle-ground of cross-currents and conflicting purposes; it shows
itself, with pathetic obviousness, as not a uni- but a multi-verse. It is
useless to say that this chaos in which we live and move is the result of
one consistent will; it gives every sign of contradiction and division within
itself. Perhaps the ancients were wiser than we, and polytheism may be
truer than monotheism to the astonishing diversity of the world. Such
polytheism “has always been the real religion of common people, and
is so still today.”” The people are right, and the philosophers are wrong.
Monism is the natural disease of philosophers, who hunger and thirst not
(as they think) for truth, but for unity. “‘The world is One!’—the
formula may become a sort of number-worship. ‘Three’ and ‘seven’ have,
it is true, been reckoned as sacred numbers; but abstractly taken, why is
‘one’ more excellent than ‘forty-three,’ or than ‘two million and ten’?”3
The value of a multivene, as compared with a universe, lies in this,

that where there are cross-currents and warring forces our own strength
and will may count and help decide the issue; it is a world where nothing
is irrevocably settled, and all action matters. A monistic world is for us a
dead world; in such a universe we carry out, willy-nilly, the parts assigned
to us by an omnipotent deity or a primeval nebula; and not all our tears
can wipe out one word of the eternal script. In a finished universe in
dividuality is a delusion; “in reality,” the monist assures us, we are all
bits of one mosaic substance. But in an unfinished world we can write
some lines of the parts we play, and our choices mould in some measure
the future in which we have to live. In such a world we can be free; it is a
world of chance, and not of fate; everything is “not quite”; and what we
are or do may alter everything. If Cleopatra’s nose, said Pascal, had been
an inch longer or shorter, all history would have been changed.
The theoretical evidence for such free will, or such a multivehe, or

such a finite God, is as lacking as for the opposite philosophies. Even the
practical evidence may vary from person to person; it is conceivable that
some may find better results, for their lives, from a deterministic than
from a libertarian philosophy. But where the evidence is indecisive, our
vital and moral interests should make the choice.

If there be any life that it is really better that ‘cc should lead, and if
there be any idea which, if believed in, would help us to lead that life, then

“Ibid., p. 298.
“Varieties of Religious Experience, New York, 1902, p. 526.
“Pragmafism p. 312. The answer, of course, is that unity, or one system of lass,holding throughout the universe, facilitates explanation, prediction, and control.
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it would be really better for us to believe in that idea, unless, indeed, belief in
it incidentally clashed with other greater uital beneflts.°

Now the persistence of the belief in God is the best proof of its almost
universal vital and moral value. James was amazed and attracted by the
endless varieties of religious experience and belief; he described them with
an artist’s sympathy, even where he most disagreed with them. He saw
some truth in every one of them, and demanded an open mind toward
every new hope. He did not hesitate to affiliate himself with the Society
for Psychical Research; why should not such phenomena, as well as
others, be the object of patient examination? In the end, James was
convinced of the reality of another—a spiritual—world.

I firmly disbelieve, myself, that our human experience is the highest
form of experience extant in the universe. I beUeve rather that we stand
in much the same relation to the whole of the universe as our canine and
feline pets do to the whole of human life. They inhabit our drawing rooms
and libraries. They take part in scenes of whose significance they have no
inkling. They are merely tangent to curves of history, the beginnings and
ends and forms of which pass wholly beyond their ken. So we are tangent
to the wider life of things.’°

Nevertheless he did not think of philosophy as a meditation on death;
no problems had value for him unless they could guide and stimulate our
terrestrial career. “It was with the excellencies, not the duration, of our
natures, that he occupied himself.”0’ He did not live in his study so much
as in the current of life; he was an active worker in a hundred efforts for
human betterment; he was always helping somebody, lifting men up with
the contagion of his courage. He believed that in every individual there
were “reserve energies” which the occasional midwifery of circumstance
would bring forth; and his constant sermon, to the individual and to
society, was a plea that these resources should be entirely used. He was
horrified at the waste of human energy in war; and he suggested that
these mighty impulses of combat and mastery could find a better outlet in
a “war against nature.” Why should not every man, rich or poor, give
two years of his life to the state, not for the purpose of killing other
people, but to conquer the plagues, and drain the marshes, and irrigate
the deserts, and dig the canals, and democratically do the physical and
social engineering which builds up so slowly and painfully what war so
quickly destroys?
He sympathized with socialism, but he disliked its deprecation of the

individual and the genius. Tame’s formula, which reduced all cultural
manifestations to “race, environment and time,” was inadequate pre
cisely because it left out the individual. But only the individual has value;

“Ibid., p. 78. ¶Tbid., p. 299.
Kallen, William James and Henri Eerqson, p. 240.
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everything else is a means—even philosophy. And so we need on the one
hand a state which shall understand that it is the trustee and servant of
the interests of individual men and women; and on the other a philosophy
and a faith which shall “offer the universe as an adventure rather than a
scheme,”4 and shall stimulate every energy by holding up the world as a
place where, though there are many defeats, there are also victories wait
ing to be won.

A shipwrecked sailor, buried on this coast,
Bids you set sail.

Full many a gallant bark, when we were lost,
Weathered the gale.6’

4. COMMENT

The reader needs no guide to the new and the old elements in this
philosophy. It is part of the modern war between science and religion;
another effort, like Kant’s and Bergson’s, to rescue faith from the uni
versalized mechanics of materialism. Pragmatism has its roots in Kant’s
“practical reason”; in Schopenhauer’s exaltation of the will; in Darwin’s
notion that the fittest (and therefore also the fittest and truest idea) is
that which survives; in utilitarianism, which measured all goods in terms
of use; in the empirical and inductive traditions of English philosophy;
and finally in the suggestions of the American scene.
Certainly, as everyone has pointed out, the manner, if not the sub

stance, of James’s thinking was specifically and uniquely American. The
American lust for movement and acquisition fills the sails of his style and
thought, and gives them a buoyant and almost aerial motility. Huneker
calls it “a philosophy for philistines,” and indeed there is something that
smacks of salesmanship in it: James talks of God as of an article to be
sold to a materialistically-minded consumer by every device of optimistic
advertising; and he counsels us to believe as if he were recommending
long-term investments, with high dividends, in which there was nothing
to lose, and all the (other) world to win. It was young America’s defense-
reaction against European metaphysics and European science.
The new test of truth was of course an ancient one; and the honest

philosopher described pragmatism modestly as “a new name for old ways
of thinking.” If the new test means that truth is that which has been
tried, hy experience and experiment, the answer is, Of course. If it means
that personal utility is a test of truth, the answer is, Of course not; per
sonaL utility is merely personal utility; only universal permanent utility
would constitute truth. When some pragmatists speak of a belief having
been true once because then useful (though now disproved), they utter

8g

nonsense learnedly; it was a useful error, not a truth. Pragmatism is cor
rect only if it is a platitude.
What James meant to do, however, was to dispel the cobwebs that had

entangled philosophy; he wished to reiterate in a new and startling way
the old English attitude towards theory and ideology. He was but carry
ing on the work of Bacon in turning the face of philosophy once more
towards the inescapable world of things. He will be remembered for this
empirical emphasis, this new realism, rather than for his theory of truth;
and he will be honored perhaps more as a psychologist than as a philoso
pher. He knew that he had found no solution for the old questions; he
frankly admitted that he had expressed only another guess, another faith.
On his desk, when he died, there lay a paper on which he had written
his last, and perhaps his most characteristic, sentences: “There is no con
clusion. What has concluded that we might conclude in regard to it?
There are no fortunes to be told and there is no advice to be given.
Farewell.”

III. JOHN DEWEY
-f
EDUCATION

After all, pragmatism was “not quite” an American philosophy; it did
not catch the spirit of the greater America that lay south and ivest of
the New England states. It was a highly moralistic philosophy, and
betrayed the Puritanic origins of its authQr_44)talked in one breath of
practical results and matters of fact, and in thp next it leaped, with the
£peed of hope, from earth to heaven. It be%n with a healthy reaction
against metaphysics and epistemology, an,one expected from it a phi
losophy of nature and of society; but itAnded as an almost apologetic
plea for the intellectual respectability o( every dear belief. When would
philosophy learn to leave to religion th6se perplexing problems of another
life, and to psycholbgy these subtle difficulties of the knowledgc.pr’cess,
and give itself with all its strength to the illumination of human pu/poses
and the c’ôfmnation and elevation of huma,p’life? /
Circumstances left nothing u!idone to yrepare John Dewey/to satisfy

this need, and to outline a phiidsophy that should express the,,spirit of an
informed and conscious Ameca. u/was horn in the “effyte East” (in
Burlington, Vermont, 1859), ànflad his schooling there/its if to absorb
the old culture before adventuring into the new. But sodn he took Gree
ley’s counsel and went West, teaching philosophy at/the universities of
Minnesota (z888—g), Michigan (1889—94), and Chicago (1894—1904).

Only then did he return East, to join—and later to head—the depart
ment of philosophy at Columbia University. In his first twenty years the
Vermont environment gave him that almost rustic simplicity which char
acterizes him even now that all the world acclaims him. And then, in his
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Chesterton.
Quoted by Jatz,es (Pranmatism, p. 297) from the Greek Anthology.


